
A, B, C for Principles of Agriculture Food and Natural Resources……. easy as 1, 2, 

3 

 

Goal:  

You will make an ABC book for Principles of Agriculture food and natural Resources.  It should 

cover anything agriculture related (animals, crops) History, Parliamentary Procedure, ffa based 

knowledge or topics that we have covered this year.  The book should be written to an 

audience of non-AG students, thus everything must be thoroughly explained, contain examples, 

and include pictures to help better understand.  Remember the original book is a children’s 

picture book, so it should resemble aspects of this type of book.  (Yet still be informative.) This 

can also be done as a google slide, doc, etc...Be informative. Don’t just do “duroc is a pig that is 

red” give me extensie detail. This is a 2 week project.  

Requirements: 

Remember a cover and make it a book.  Each page starts a new letter of the alphabet and the 

term for that page should start with that letter.  Here is an example of the page for “E.”  

“E” 

“E  is for _____emblem_______.  Emblem is ___________. 

You need Emblem in ___________.  

❀ You will need to tell me everything you know (we have learned) about the topic. 

❀ Remember to use pictures/examples/diagrams to demonstrate the topic. 

❀  

Grading: 

It should be creative, neat, meet the requirements, be original, include all information and 

pictures/examples, etc. 

☪ Creativity (in its entirety) related to Agriculture or FFA, pictures/examples, and 

complete explanation of the term. 

ABC book grading rubric 

 

☪ Missing a letter (-4pts each letter) 

☪ Out of order (-8pts) 

☪ Descriptions missing (-2 pts each 

letter) 

☪ Misspellings (-5 pts) 

☪ Late (-10 pts each day late) 

☪ Messy (-8 pts) 

☪ Missing pictures (-2 pts each letter) 

☪ Non FFA topics (-8 pts) 

☪ Not colorful (-4 pts) 
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